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What was he thinking about ?
Perhaps the same as me. Without conscious effort,
almost involuntarily, I saw again those tweoty years of
fruitful government over Ethiopia during which he had
mastered every obstacle. The internal enemies who had
never ceased to give him difficulty had been defeated.
But here was a new enemy, more terrible and stronger,
which had put itself in his way. He saw it from afar,
three kilometres off, behind the light fortifications around
which, glittering in the sun, lay pieces of broken glass to
injure the naked feet of their enemy.
" The defeat of my army will be the end of all for me—
we must act with all carefulness,55 he had told me one day.
The Emperor maintained his pensive attitude.
On the day before, the advanced camp of the Italians
near the pass of Togule had been almost completely with-
drawn when the Ethiopians were imprudent enough to
discharge several shells from the 75. Meanwhile one could
see that the fortifications had been strengthened : only
most of the tents had been removed.
Behind the camp and beyond the mountains which the
enemy had fortified there was great activity ; unbroken
movement of transport. . . unloading of pack animals . . .
arrival of new convoys. New Italian camps had been in-
stalled between the passes of Togule and Debara. Work
as systematic as the revolutions of a machine went on over
there. Each man knew his place and his job. Refuges
masked with branches sheltered those who held in their
hands the doubtful destinies of the Ethiopian people.
Alone against his tree the Emperor continued in silent
contemplation. Two Italian guns threw shells over
his head : we heard them burst on the fatal road be-
hind.
For our attack, definitely fixed for the morrow, nothing
had yet been prepared. None of the participants seemed
to be sure of has role. At our back some tens of thousands
of Ethiopian soldiers who were going into the attack to-
morrow, lay sleeping in the ravines, in holes and under
bushes.
By what miracle had we not yet been discovered by the
Italian planes ? One could see them flying over our old

